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This chapter draws from design work on a series of 3D immersive game 
curricula, Quest2Teach, designed specifically for teacher education using 
cutting-edge gaming technologies and the transformational play theory to 
inform its impact design. Quest2Teach is a sc1ies of bounded games, gami
fied professional network, lessons plans, and suite of professional develop
ment services designed specifically for teacher education to help bridge be
tween educational theory and it.s application into the field. In the designed 
games , preservice teacher candidates create their professional avatar, play 
out roles, solve realistic problems, fail safely, and reflect on the impact of 
their individual decisions and trajectories, while gaining experience and 
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~uency in the~e theories-in-action. Game me ters and other in-game analyt
ics ar~ pulled mto a real -world network homepage, reflecting their growth 
over Ume and semester coursework. Foremost in our work is a distinction 
be~'een tre~ting _ga~es for impact as "hounded products" whose capacity 
for impact hes withm the technical structures, from the more expansive 
"game-enabled impact" perspective being advanced here. In this chapter, 
we argue that games for impact, or game-enabled impact, should not he 
thought of as product-centric innovations focused on developing specific 
student learning outcomes, but rather should he treated as one component 
of an ecosystem framework in which implementation partners (whether 
system administrators, classroom teachers, or the players themselves) are 
enabled to reinterpret core lessons in terms of their local needs. 

LAYING A FOUNDATION 

The video game industry has emerged as one of the most powerful influ
enc es o_f the 21st century, generating billions of hours of highly engaging 
entertamment and surpassing the film industry in terms of worldwid e rev
enues-$99.6 billion USD to $35 .9 billion, respectively, in 2013 (Newzoo, 
201~)- A growing body of research is also highlighting the enormous po
le~ u~ of games to help address some of the most pressing social, cultural, 
s~Iennfic, and economic challenges of the 21st century. Digital games are 
d'.fferent from other media in that they are interactive, participatory, and 
highly e~gaging. Well-designed games and game-infused experiences of
fer a dehcate balance of challenges and rewards that can drive deep levels 
of engagement and time-on-task, enabling players to advance at their own 
pac~, f~il in a safe and supported environment, acquire critical knowledge 
JUSt-m-ume (vs. just-in-case), iterate based on feedback, .and use acquired 
knowledge to develop mastery. 

. Moreover, role playing and narrative games enable players to step into 
different roles (e.g., scientist, explorer, journalist, inventor, political lead
er), confront problems, make meaningful choices and explore the conse
quences of these choices (Barab, Gresalfi, & Ingram-Goble, 2010). Games 
can make learning engaging, social, and relevant. They can give students 
real agency in ways that static textbooks, or even real-world experiences 
such as field trips, simply cannot. Additionally, well-designed affinity spac
es (Gee & Hayes, 20!0) and surrounding communication infrastructures 
(Steinkuehler, 2006) can provide rich mentoring frameworks that facili 
tate ongoing literacy development , interest-driven participation and 21st
century communication skills as learners collaborate with each other and 
with adults. However, when it comes to using games for impact, we are still 
an emerging field with much fragmentation and often inconsistent results 
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(Stokes et al., 2016). While there are emerging "best practices" ~nd case 
examples that can be drawn upon from the impact sector. there IS a need 
to bring together these efforts, and to identify produCLive frameworks, as-
sumptions, and methods for advancing impact goals. _ _ 

Foremost in our work is a distinction between treaung games for impact 
as "bounded products," whose capacity for impact lies within the techni
cal structures of schools, from the mor e expansive "game-enabled services" 
perspective being advanced here. Viewing games for impact as a co~po
nent of enabled services (versus bounded products) affects what we design, 
how we design, the way we prioritize budgets, when we consider the w?rk 
complete, who is responsible for the impact and ulti:31at~l~, the_ types of im
pact we are likely to bring about. As further elabora~on, 1_t 1s qmte commo_n 
to treat designed innovations, especially those hmlt usmg a strong logic 
model, as containing a solution that has the potential to produce tra~s
formative outcomes on the individual-that is, a technological fix (Sarewitz 
& Nelson, 2008). In contrast , we argue that a more productive view is to 
understand any potential outcomes as achieved in collaboration with th?se in
dividuals and systems to be impacted, not simply produced by ':11e des1gne~s 
in the studio. The latter focus, what we refer to as a node--centnc or ecologi
cal framework, is based on the assumption that the innovation lives in the 
edges, at the implementation sites themselves, rather than being bound up 

in the cor e product and pushed out. 
Taking a lesson from the tech-enabled services indu~try, we see a _move

ment where companies are positioning their brand m the exp~nen~es 
they enable , not simply the designs they produce. For example, ~bile Nike 
advertisemeuts includ e their designed products, the real focus IS on what 
users can do and become with their products-those transforrnativ e out
comes users are able to achieve with their products. As another example, 
Intel changed their tagline from "Intel inside" to "We create amazing experi
ences." Starbucks, a company who produces a great cup of coffee, refers 
to their employees as partners and views their brand as jointl y distributed 
among the products they offer, the partners who prepare t?ese p~oducts, 
and the way that customers view these products as advancmg theu goals 
(Schultz & Yang, 1999). Such a view is consistent with the ~gile startup 
movement (Maurya, 2012; Ries, 2011), in which the emphasis even dur
ing the design phases is on customer development, rather than merely on 

product development. . 
Here, we are sugg esting that games for impact, or game-enabled impact, 

should not be thought of as product-centric innovations focused on out
puts, nor simply as service-centric invitations, b~t we ~ee~ to enlist th~m 
as one component of an ecosystem framework m which 1mplementat1on 
partners (whether systerp administrators, classroom teac~ers, or the play
ers themselves) are enabled LO reinterpret core lessons m terms of theu 
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le)( .,I nn·rls. This view is fmther consistent with Toyama's (2015) notion of 
lilt' ,1111plificd se11: based on over a decade of research with the Microsoft 
Corporation in which he found that the most successful initiatives were 
those that focused on amplif}'ing and unlocking existing capabilities and 
capacities rather than introducing a new capacity or "whole-doth" solution. 
The design intent is to push the responsibility for impact out to the nodes 
(i.e.'. in each of th~ players and their ecosystems) by leveraging existing po
ten_uals and capac1tJes, as opposed to seeing all capacity coming from that 
which was developed by the designer and placed within the product. This 
process requires the player to "lean-foiward" and take ownership for her 
own transformation, finding opportunities to apply the content to achieve 
great things in her world-not simply in the designed products. The cha1-
lenge is in h?w our designs share agency and meaning, allowing the player 
to codeterrmne structure and impact with our system, with each other and 
with the contexts of implementation. The goal here is not that the system 
"ad~pts" to player choices, hut that the choices that players are making are 
mouvated towards a goal in which they are invested. 

To_ further ground our discussion of game-enabled impact as a node
cen~nc phenomenon that is distributed across the designed innovation, 
the implementation service, those who are to be impacted, and the work 
it does in the world, we will draw on illuminative examples from the Quest-
2Te~ch game-based curriculum. Quest2Teach is a series of bounded games, 
gam1fied professional network, Iessous plans, and suite of professional 
de~elopment services designed specifically for teacher education to help 
bndge between educational theory and its application into the field. Pre
~ervi~e teacher candidates (university students) evolve their professional 
1denu1?" and capa~ity through a variety of narrative-based 3D role-playing 
scenanos, each with a particular academk focus, and embedded ~ithin a 
larger experience-based curriculum and professional network. The goal 
here is not to validate Quest2Teach, but instead we will leverage data from 
obs~rvations of over 40 separate implemeutations with over 2,500 pre
serVIce teacher candidates across two years to further illuminate the ar
gument by highlighting data related to three transformative outcomes: 
identity shifts, applied theory, and meaning construction. 

THE POWER OF GAME-BASED LEARNING 

At th_e _c?re of our theory of change model is that learning is not simply the 
~cg m~mon of con tent knowledge, but it involves user-directed participation 
m which learners apply their emerging competencies within a situation in 
which they have agency and consequentiality to accomplishing something 
they value (Barab et al., 2012; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Bransford, 
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Brown, & Cocking, 1999). Such positioning transforms the teacher fron:' 
an individual responsible for following our procedural rules t? an agentic 
and empowered partner who is leveraging a powerful tool to reahze a shared 
vision. This sort of positioning is consistent with Gresalfi and Barab (2011 ), 
who discussed the implications of different forms of engagement: proC(.'
dural, conceptual, cousequential, and critical engagement. Most relevant 
here is the distinction b.ecween procedural engagement (using procedures ac
curately but without a deeper understanding of why one is performing such 
procedures) and consequential engagement (recognizing the use~ulness and 
impact of disciplinary tools; that is, being able to conne~t ~ar~cul~ so~u
tions to particular outcomes). In fact, we argue that the d1su~ct~on 1s qmtc 
relevant when leveraging, for example, gamification mechamcs m that ~11(' 

could leverage these to apply "external" control over a player's behav101_·s 
or invite the player to "make sense" of the scores as they deconstruc,~ their 
meanings with the ultimate outcome of inspiring players to u~loc~ mor<' 
advanced" versions of themselves; that is, positioning the ganufica?on mt·
chanics and scores as feedback to players on goals that they are mvestc<I 
and not as a means of having scores take external responsibility for whal 
needs to be investment motivated by the meaningful work that the scort· 

represents. . . . 
This distinction between using scores or pracuces to cause behavioral 

changes and conceptual understanding versus providi~g da:3- a~d :?1se
quential feedback from which players are "c?mpe~le? . or mVIt_ed mto 
their own transformation is a key challenge in bmldmg all curncula, let 
alone leveraging game mechanics. In our work as impact designers, ~e re
fer to this as orchestrating a "dance of agency," in which we as designers 
are making claims on the player at the same time we are inviting th~ p!ayer 
into using our learning challenges and emergent data as well as m~1ght<; 
generated with peers to make their own claims on what matters. This no
tion of shifting learners, whether students _or te~chers,. from procedural 
engagement to consequential engagement, 1s mouvated_ m p~rt b~ ~ur be
lief that the latter is more likely to cultivate the underlymg d1spos1uons or 
"ways of being" necessary to thrive in the real wor!d-not simpl~ on _the 
fictional scenarios that we designed for them. Especially powerful m bnng
ing out real-world gains is the integration of what Gee (2013; 2013 personal 
communication) refers to as small "g" g-ames with big "G" infrastructures 

(Steinkuehler, 2006). 

Small "g" Games 

To elaborate, small "g" games are bounded experiences; they are se~-con
tained and finite, preoptimized to introduce, cover, or re-enforce a particular 
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lesson and well suited for learning in a safe simulated d . ronm t I th 
' , an structured env1-. e� n o er words, when we embed a fictional scenario in . . �:::gnracetido�s thatht the_riay�r experiences, tl1ere are choices and con:q:;:�::�mto e scenano even tho h · unfold Wh d 1 

" . ug ll reqmres players for the story toto le� ab en we eve o� a virtual park in a box" for middle-school studenL�. h o�t water quality as they endeavor to save virtual fish the small "gn:m�e IS ea�J� struct�r�d by _the _designed experience as oppo�ed t�, for ex-p , gamifying their mvesugauon of a real pa--'· Th £ be ch · d u1.. e orrner, cause theIea��ci:g:i consequenceds are created by a designer, are optimized towards. ;::,--ns, as o�pose to the real park, which has man com tin -�::�; and �om�lex mteractions that are not conducive to, :r pot!':tialf/�;_rom, eammg the_ targeted content Importantly, even in such bounded�es, pJay�rs �o not sm1ply empathize -with someone else's story but rathera opt a p�oJective stance, participating in the role of a game cha te ( avatar)tomterrogate andimpact the game d . I ·
th

. rac r an enable players to step into different roles (;arm:s. � is maune�, gamesist, inventor, political leader), confront pr�b1�!/::�:s�e:���;;1 {�ur_n�-and explore the consequences of these choices. And while small � " mces, are hounded they re · • . ' g games tio l , . mam qmte powerful m part because the way they posi-n �amer, conteut, and context as fundamentall i t . . t;e 11n_ which what you know is directly related to :h�t��t:1; ���=���� n , u timately, who you become.
tra::f:: �xamJle, in our previous work we advanced a theory arounda on play, a threefold theory that argues for the o 'ti person with intentionality, the content with letri.timacy and th , p s1 o�tug of 
sequentiality (B b .,- , e context with con-Tb 'd f ara et al.: 2010; Barab, Zuiker et al., 2007) (see Figure 7 I) e I ea o trausformauonal play highlights relations among the thre ,·. �terconnected elements of person, cooteut, aud coutext. In these e :: learners become protagonists who use the knowledge, skills, and co�p�

Figure 7.1 Mystery of Taiga River wh. h .. Park thro h . . 
. c,-c yout take on role of scientist lo save aug mqmry. 
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ol the educational content to make sense of a situation and then choicn that transform the play space and the player-they see how the world 
1 hanged because of their efforts (Barab, Aric:i, & Gresalfi, 2009). Such play ,, transformational in that it changes the context in which play is occurring, while at the same time transforming the player and his or her potential to mtcract with the world. Here, the important affordance of the game is that the designers have built a world in which tbe player is required to leverage disciplinary concepts to understand (make sense of) and make choices that 
1 ransform the gaming environment. By creating a bounded world that is de,i!{ned to operate in a manner that requires the player to productively Jever.,gc disciplinary tools is quite powerful for learning about those concepts. Further, by leveraging embedded assessments, pedagogical scaffolds, game consequentiality, and teacher dashboards, these experiences can provide an important learning tool through which experiential learning can • 1ccur and be effectively managed by a teacher in the context of actual classrooms. Key geures of small "g" games include, among others, (a) adventure(optimized for euabling students to take on identities and solving problemin au engagiug, narrative context); (b) simulation (optimized for studentsto experieuce real-world scenarios that contextualize learning vs. optimizedfor pure fidelity itself); ( c) strategy ( optimized for studeu ts to solve complexproblems balaucing multiple variables to accomplish desired outcomes);and (d) toolbox (optimized for student'> to create content with powerf\.11tools to realize diverse goals aud develop new media literacies). The small"g" games have proven to be particularly effective at creatiug high levelsof student engagement and enable students to work independently (bothin class and at home) with teachers able to monitor their work through adashboard offering clear guidance as Lo when and how a student needs adirect engagement with the teacher (Barab et al., 2010). The design of thegame itself embeds the scaffolding aud feedback for students to advance at

their own pace aud requires critical competencies to be developed in orderto finish the game.However, small �g" games do have limitations. They are bounded, cover a coustraiued rauge of couteut, and can be more difficult to optimize-for example, they do not always fit seamlessly into prescribed state and local class scope aud sequence. Even if they do capture the goals of the local experience, they fail to be opeu to extensions and personalization beyond the immediate precrafted design. To help address these limitations , there is much that can be learned from the commercial game franchises, which often have significant commuuities and nougame service components that reach beyond the core gameplay experience. These games have expanded beyoud their design experience to bring player,; together in affinity spaces, video tutorials, resource guides, peer meutorship frameworks, and larger 
communities. Through these metagame affinity spaces, players interact 
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socially around games---0iscussing them, often requiring extensive reading 
and writing, playing them cooperatively or competitively, and even poten
tially modifying them. 

Big 'G' Games 

Metagame interactions that take place outside of the game all act as ex
tensions of the original design, providing the game a larger life and impact 
than initially developed. This metagame experience is what James Paul Gee 
refers to as the big "G," and it acts as a force multiplier on the engage
ment level of games. Big "G" game infrastructures are open-ended and 
seamlessly integrate the small "g" games into a larger, flexible "metagame" 
structure and affinity space that fosters user-driven extensions and adapta
tions in support of real-world goals and outcomes. It is with the big "G" 
components that we transform individual experiences within a game into a 
dynamic social imeraction to enable learning to be applied and extended 
beyond the classroom walls. 

In fact, Gee and Hayes (2010) argued that the most powerful learning 
happens around the game, not simply within the game. When applying this 
in the context of our designed learning journeys, these big "G' elements 
that unite, deepen, and extend th e learning experience include, among 
others: (a) learning and management platform (easily customizable and 
optimizable platform fol' hosting and managing learning trajectories within 
and across the multiple game-infused experiences); (b) data and analytics 
dashboard (that allow teachers, stndents, and other key stakeholders to not 
only see data, but also interact with the game and optimize the learning 
experience based on this data); (c) social communities and affinity spaces 
(a framework for engaging in discussion, comentoring , tutoring, critique, 
reflection, theory crafting, and designing); (d) achievement-based frame
work and gamification layers ( carefully designed extrinsic reward systems 
and intrinsic motivators to focus attention, motivate actiou, and provide 
a trajectory of advancement); (e) metagame identity (framework for per
sonalized avatars, mer.a storylines, and open APis that unite small "g" and 
real-world experiences); (f) smart tools (tool systems that can be used as 
templates for real-world applications and move learning beyond the class
room walls); and (g) modding tools (powerful tools, opportunities, and 
support structures so students and teachers can extend, shape, and aug
ment the core platform). While individual small ~g" game experiences can 
and do achieve learning success, we believe the deeper learning outcomes 
come through the seamless integration of the small "g" games with a big 
"G" infrasrructure that both connecL,; and extends each of the individual 
learning modules. 
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The argument and need for big "G" infrastructure when striving for i~
pact is consistent with what we have learned from the meta-research studies 
on the power of games for impact. A meta-analysis conduct:d by Wout_ers, 
van Nimwegen, van Oostendorp, and van der Spek (20~~) found mulup_lc 
•tudies in which games were more effective than tradwonal methods in 

:erms of achieving impact goals (usually at the output level), especially 
when (a) they were supplemented with other instruction methods, {b) mul
tiple training sessions were involved, (c) players wo~ked in gr~ups- A sep
arate meta-analysis condncted by Clark, Tanner-Smith, and Killmgswort~ 
(2016) found numerous studies indicating that digital games were as~oc1-
ated with significantly better competency outcomes relative to companson 
conditions but that (d) certain value-added game structures were more or 
less effective for cer1.ain outcomes, underscoring the point that "games" a,; 
a medium come in many different types each leveraging particular mechan
ics and affordances that should he thoughtfully aligned to the particular 

learning goals. 
It is quite common to become enamoI"ed with the gam~ as product and 

forget that when we are leveraging the power of games for impact the focus 
is on how the game enables the player to engage the core impac_t focus 
beyond the game experience into the real world. Tbis i~volves letung 1:11e 
game mechanics do what they do well and support the 1m_pact go~ls with 
additional curriculum, but do so in ways that support peer mtera ct1on an<l 
if available leverage the expertise of a prepared facilitator. A pr~parcd faci li
tator is an individual who has (a) played the game and appreciates how tlw 
mechanics work; (b) connected the game experience into other cu_rri~·11-
lar goals; (c) identified shortcomings and misconceptions, e~en bmlchn~ 
supplement.al curriculum and activities; (d) has access to, and 1s capabk of, 
providing actionable feedback in response to player data; (e) uses straw
gies for ensuring players are collaborati~g with each oth:r around g~1m: 
choices; (f) aligns implementation strategies to the theorcucal assu~puons 
underlying the design; and (g) has defined meaningf1:1l ~~tcomes in tern\~ 
of local ecosystem needs, with a commitment to opummng these ratht:• 
than simply moving players through the game. What is important here ts 
an acknowledgement that games are one component of a broader s~stcm, 
and that ifwe want the impact of the game to extend beyond the des1~cd 
experience then we need to prepare facilitators to engage_ the boun<lc~ 
play components within a larger infrastructure that collecuvely beco_mcs 
the game-infused experience or, as we have argued, game-enabled setVJccs. 

Integral to our theory of change for the power of games is our assum[r 
tion that game-infused experiences are most effective w~e~ created as ser
vices that are integrated, managed, and continually opum1zed for ecosys
tem integration, ongoing snstainability, and scaled impact-as op~oscd to 
products lhat are released and remain static. A successful rollout mcludes 
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pro~esses and technologies (e.g., teacher dashboards), and especially pro
fess10nal development , to enable local adaptations in a manner that main
tains im~lementation fidelity and allows for local optimization of products 
and s~rnces to maximize sustainable and scalable outcom es. Building a 
game-mfused ecosystem that is likely to leverage the game effectively is, we 
argue, a key feature of shifting the impact from local outputs to sustainabl e 
and scalable outcomes-regardless of the product design. On one level, the 
ec~system includes the life trajectory of the player, and the "game" should 
he mtroduced at a point in which it is connected to existing or possible life 
?oals that the player once realized. At another level, ecosystem integration 
mvolves the broader network of peers available and enthusiastic to decon 
struct and apply the lessons, helping to localize the core ideas in relation to 
local ecosystem needs. 

~n plac~. where the community uses the designs with support from a 
tramed fac1htator such as a staff member or a teacher, there exists eveu more 
poten_tial to position the game as a service as part of a larger ecosystem. The 
effecuveness of the facilitator can be enhanced through traiuing in terms of 
~est impler_n:ntation practices , but also in terms of the facilitator's disposi
tion to pos1uon the game as a service or potential, which cau be unlocked 
in collaboration with motivated and invested players. In this framework, 
stakeholders are viewed as partners who, when properly empowered, have 
the potential to be force multipliers in terms of maximizing potential and 
~alu_e out of the game-enabled service. In this model, the power of the game 
h~s '.n the potential of the external nodes (whether players, facilitators, ad
m1mstrators) to bring forth the desired outcomes with the game serving as 
?ne compon:nt of the larger ecosystem in which outcomes are produced 
m coll~borat10_n. Again, the "dance of agency" between the player and the 
game is key, with each having a shifting role, with moments in which the 
game is making "claims" on what the player can become and moments in 
wh~ch the play:r_s _are making claims on what is the potential of the game, 
taking respons1b1hty for their own becoming. 

UNDERLYING THEORY OF CHANGE 

The Quest2Teach university initiative that we studied was situated within and 
supported by an innovative teachers college em bracing the tenets of a New 
American University (Crow & Dabars, 2015), and occurring at a period 
wher~ faculty and ~tudents were eager to integrate technology into their 
le_ammg and teachmg practices. What is significant here, and consistent 
~~ the game-enabled services framework we are advancing, is an appre
oauon that the potential of a designed intervention is bound up within 
a complex set of interactions, as represented in a theory of change, and 

[ 
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optimized during implementation for a particular ecosyst~m. Therefor_e, at 
a high level, our strategy for achieving the desired results mvolves the _m~e
gration of bounded games with a professional network, embedded withm 
existing curricular goals, supported by trained facilitators, connected to 
just-in-time learner needs, and within a culture in whi:h gar_ne scores _a_re 
treated as facilitative of conversations and not declarauve chums on ab1hty 
or mastery. Below, we characterize this framework as a logic model, illustrat
ing our theory of change in terms of problem, inputs, ~utputs, ~utcomes, 
strategies, assumption, community needs/assets, and mfluenual factors 

(Kellogg Foundation, 2004). . . . 
This framework, or logic model (see Figure 7.2), fac1btates designer and 

stakeholder alignment in terms of the relations among the inputs, outputs, 
and outcomes (Alter & Egan, 1997; Alter & Murty, 1997; Dugan & Her
non, 2002;Julian, 1997). Elaborating on the components, one starts with 
the problem or issue that the program, broadly conceived, will addr~ss. It 
is important to acknowledge here that it is not always_ about addressmg a 
known problem, and sometimes it is more about pursm~~ ':hat ~endleto~
Julian and Brown, 2011) refer to as a "visionary pu~u~t m whICh one 1s 
attempting to engineer a new possibility that makes exisung processes seem 
problematic or less useful. Even when engaging a pursuit that is n~t ~irectly 
tied to one community problem, it is still useful to have an appreCiauon for 
existing community needs/assets that make one's pursuit significant. Cen
tral to the logic model is the articulation of one's desired results, wh:ther 
conceptualized as outputs, outcomes, or impact more generally. Consistent 
with the argument here, one's desired results will fundamen~lly cha~ge 
the rest of the model, a belief that is captured in the assump • ons poruon 
of the logic model. In our case, we desire that the work goes beyond learn
ing outputs (i.e., content-specific, declarative-level test scor:s, focused only 
on the learniug experience) to realize more transformatlonal outcomes 
(i.e., issues of identity, transfer of theory to actual practice). . . 

How one accomplishes these goals is captured in the strategies por~on 
of the logic model. These strategies should be in the service of the desired 
results based on one's assumptions and those influential factors that are 
likely to impact the success or even hinder program success. While being 
clear about these individual components is important, the power of the 
logic model characterization is in defining the interrelations among the 
strategies that one employs , the assumptions one has about why and ?ow 
those strategies operate, and the desired results that one hopes to achieve 
with the employed strategies. It is in this way that one's identified pro~lem, 
desired results, core assumptions and developed strategy all become inter 
related with the idea that success is more likely if they consider commu
nity ne~ds and asset~. Whereas logic models have been used suc:essfully in 
many projects across multiple disciplines (see Kellogg Foundauon, 2004) , 
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\fillar, Simeone, and Carnevale (2001) argued that following a sequence 
lrom the inputs through to the outcomes could limit one's thinking to the 
n,isl.ing activities, programs, anrl research questions. Instead, their recom-
1m:ndation, which resonates with our own work, is that the logic model 
,hould focu s activit ies on the intended outcomes of a particular program, 
hut the overriding question that must be continually asked needs to be 
"what needs to be done?" not "what is being done?" This is, in part, because 
of our core belief th at impact is a shar ed accomplishment, leveraging what 
is known, but adapted in response to those being impacted anrl what consti-
111tes productive translations for achieving the desired impact. 

QUEST2TEACH AS A GAME-ENABLED SERVICE INITIATIVE 

(J..uest2Teach is a series of bounded games, gamified professional network, 
lessons plans, and suite of professional development services designed spe
cifically for teacher education to help bridge between educational theory 
and its application into the field . In the designed games, pre-service teach
er candidates create their professional avatar, play out roles, solve realistic 
problems, fail safely, and see the impact of their individual decisions and 
trajectories, while gaining experience and fluency in these theories-in-ac
tion. Game meters and other in-game analytics are pulled into their real
world network homepage, reflecting their growth over the semester anrl 
not simply within th e game. The network utilizes badges · (see Chapter 6: 
··Ask Not What You Can Do for Badges; Ask What Badges Can Do for You~) 
to validate and ex.tend teachers' digital experiences into their real lives, and 
unlock new learning trajectories, within a network of supportive colleagues. 
Having demonstrated expertise in the games, players earn lhe ability to en
dorse their colleagues in the network for the ir meaningful contributions. 
In th is way, game achievements are translated into a social curre ncy that is 
used to applaud and encourage other players as they reflect on, craft, and 
evolve their impact stories in the real world . 

Currently, there are four small "g" games, each bounded an d able to be 
completed in 2-3 hours, along with a big "G" open-ended infrastructure; 
a socio-professional network (see Figure 7.2) integrating small "g" games 
into a larger whole, with student driv en extensions , teacher smart-tools, at~ 
finity spaces, a 3D hub; and a professional identity that evolves over semes
ters from in-game analytics, reflections, and real-world experiences. Across 
the bounded games, teacher candidat es engage with impo r tan t skills and 
literacies, including (a) professional competencies ("Pursuit of Profession
alism" game, Figure 7.2), (b) student conferencing ("On the Write Track" 
game , Figures 7.1 an d 7.3), and (c) data-driven decision making ("Diving 
into Data" game, Figure 7.4), with a fourth game providing an orientation 
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Figure 7.3 S<.:reeshot from student conference in Lhc On the Write Tra.d, game.

experience. Research was carried out over five semesters of design-based 
implementation research to investigate and innovate the learning, engage
ment, identity shifts, and other theories at play in these player-game cur
ricular interactions (Arici & Barab, 2016)_ Specifically, we implemented 
the 3D imrnersive game across more than 80 preservice teacher field ex
perience courses over three years with our design-based research includ
ing more (llan 3,500 preservice teachers in a large Southwestern teacher 
preparation program. Approximately 75% of students were women, with 
the vasl majority of them Caucasian, and self-identified as nongamcrs with 
only "average" technology experience and "below average" gaming experi
ence, as compared to national averages for their age and gender. Only 9% 
played even 1-5 hours of games a week, and only 5% of them identified 
themselves as ''gamers." 

Over the three years of design and data collection we carried out in
depth observalions, collecting field notes and video observations, of at least 
50 classrooms with others involving members of our learn helping "''ith 
technology issues. Additionally, workshops were run once in the summer 
and again in December to prepare course instructors using the game and 
network technologies-focused on both communicating the underlying 
theory, particular game mechanics, and managing a class through the fa
cilitator toolkit. For this reporr.ing, we also drew on data from a comparison 
study with 98 students and further implementations as part of the larger 
design-based implementation research project. Reported here are illumi
native cases selected opportunistically to offer "plausible interpretations" 
and "plausibifayproofs" (Bruner, 1990, p. xiii) wilh the intention of build
ing grounded possibility insights rather than using exhaustive analysis and 
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Figure 7.4 Scrcenshol from professional network with meters that represent in-
1-:ame world progress. 

positivist calL'ial explanations to warrant particular claims. Our resulL� owr 
1 he four semesters consistently revealed pre/post learning gains on targctt·cl 
nmcepts, as well as high levels of engagement. A comparison study showed 
that students in game-based classes reflected on their learning as a fo');l

pcrson protagonist, and spoke oflearning "skills� and "language� in thost· 
theories, rather than reflecting passively of "learning about" the theory, as 
reported by control groups. Additionally, after completing a single game 
nirriculum, many students reported higher levels of confidence in their 
future teaching ability, had increased commitment to teaching as a career, 
,111d showed a shift in their identity from viewing themselves as students to 
�ecing themselves more a5 professional educators. While it was clear that 
the games, even with minimal faci]itation, were having a positive effect on 
learning outcomes, it was these latter benefits around player-owned mean
ing making, transfer from theory to practice, and identity shifts in how they 
perceived themselves as professionals that, in the spirit of grounded theory, 
hccame our research focus as reported here. 

OUTCOME 1: MEANING MAKING 

Meaning making refers to the fact that it is a quite differelll phenomenon 
when learners participate in the mahing-ofmeaning from a first-person per
spective rat.her than simply receiving ready-made meanings to be discussed 
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as objects from a third-person perspective (Latour, 1987). Such a view is 
grounded in what we know about how people learn (Bransford, Brown, 
& Cocking, 1999), in a shift from acquisition to participation metaphors 
(Sfard, 1988), in an emphasis on students as producers (not simply con
sumers) of literacy Uenk.ins, 2004), on distributed sense making (Pea, 
1987) and connected learning frameworks (Ito et al., 2009), and on a situ
ated perspective of what it means to know (Gee, 2003; Greeno, 1989). The 
key here is an active learner, working with others and leveraging theory to 
make sense of and act productively within the context of situaLions in which 
he or she is invested and that provide copious feedback about the use-value 
of choices in ways to illuminate the underlying theories to be learned. In 
this way, theories become embodied tools useful for addressing situations 
(Brown et al., 1989), with meaning being produced in relation to the work 
that the tools do or don't do in relation to the situation in which they are 
being applied. 

The Professionalism game, as one example, places players in an immer
sive world where they are having a professional difference of opinion with 
their mentor teacher in regards to pedagogical approaches. The goal of 
this game was to help players go beyond professional mannerisms and con
duct and engage them in applying the soft skills regarding communication 
and interpersonal relationships that are often overlooked in coursework 
and only learned through experience. To base this in formalized concepts, 
we incorporated the Teaching as Leadership Curriculum for Professional
ism (Farr, 2010) as a means to create authentic and nuanced narratives for 
students to explore and play out issues of professional communication, dy
namics, and relationships. The players learn lo handle potential disagree
men ts between their views and those of their mentor teacher professionally, 

Figure 7.5 Scrcenshot from the professionalism game. 
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partly through engaging professional competencies such as interpersonal 
,1wareness, suspending judgment, and asset-based thinking-displayed as 
111eters that grow and contract based on their in-game choices (see Fig
ure 7.5). One pilot study (Arici, Barab, & Borden, 2016) provided insight 
into how games do their work; more than statements that students must 
remember, in the professionalism game students make choices about which 
responses are most appropriate as they struggle with simulated situations. 

Prior to implementation, the preservice teacher candidates in both con
ditions had overly simplistic and superficial notions of what it means to be 
a professional, \\-;th common descriptions of "professionalism" including: 
"how to dress," "nol being 'buddies' with student�," "not talking slang," 
�being punctual." Post-implementation, definitions of professionalism were 
expanded significantly in both conditions to include facets such as: "Trying 
to see good things in others," "Thinking about how others would view my 
actions," "Notjudging somebody by their c?ver," and "Taking responsibil
ity when l make mistakes." Where more interesting differences emerged 
was in how they described what they learned, with students in the curricu
lum condition using phrases (emphasis added) such as: "this unit made me 
more aware of my actions" and "it taught me about a lot of different profes
sional situations." ln contrast, students playing the professional game used 
phrases (emphasis added) such as: 

Candidate l: "This experience gave me the language t.o approach new and chal

lenging situations in my professional career. lt taught me "that I should not 
listen to other people's judgments and I should instead face the situation with 
an open mind." 

Candidate 2: "I now realize that the professional choices I make affect my slu

dents, and I need to slow down and consider many perspectives." 

The game-based student responses were often richer and more nuanced, 
frequently including more specific lessons learned, or a greater fluency and 
sophistication in the content domain not frequently found in the control 
classroom responses (Arid et al., 2016). 

We credit these differences in part to the active and experiential nature 
of learning when using games, where one is embedded within a situation in 
which one has to make choices and gain feedback on the experiential util
ity of that choice in bringing out desired consequences (Barab et al., 2010; 
Dewey, 1938). Central to the thesis being advanced here is that transforma
tive outcomes are rarely "acquired" or "transmitted," but instead involve ac
tive participation on the part of the learner. Consistent with this sentiment, 
!!a.mes often position players as "learning protagonists," having to actively 
n 

make choices that advance the game forward (Squire, 2006). In domg so, 
they unlock or, in some cases, produce meanings even if they were built into 
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the dynamics hy the game designer Oenkins, 2004). When a player per
ceives the preconditions in which the choice was made and appreciates why 
the particular outcomes came about , they are engaged in what Salen and 
Zimmerman (2004) referred to as meaningful choice. The perceived relation
ship and, importantly, the driving meaning that connects the two allows 
for an act of "sense making" that the cultural psychologist Jerome Bruner 
( 1986) referred to as essential for human learning. ln this case, even the 
"designed" meanings are not simply acquired but rather are built out of 
meaningful relationships and consequences to be engaged by the learner. 

Candidate I: "I now rcafo:c that the professional choices I make affect my 
sLUdcnL5, and I need to slow down and consider many perspectives." 

Candidate 2: "The game gives you an option that was a better way to phrnsc 
it. It was great just reading the various options and seeing there arc a lot of 
difkrcnt ways to approach it." 

Candidate 3: "I loved that I could mess up and say the wrong thing here, in 
a safe place, rather than saying the wrong thing later when I'm teaching and 
the corn,equcnccs would be more serious." 

Candidate 4: "This unit made me more aware of my aclions." 

Candidate 5: "I think the options arc nice, because ... personally I don't think 
I WdS ever Utught those social skills, of how to react lO someone. So maybe I 
would say something, but then it'd give you an option that was a lot better way 
lO phrase it. 

In these cases, the game is affording if not prompting the player to make 
consequential choices, and then making claims about the meaning of that 
choice. A key benefit of these types of designed spaces is that they allow for 
consequences without the real-world consequences associated with reach
ing a failure state. At the same time, they can create overly simplistic inter
pretations of quite problematic and complex consequences, obfuscating 
the potentially damaging impact of real-world consequences. 

To the extent that the player can replay or simply interrogate the condi
tions of failure, it has the potential to be what Kapur and Bielaczyc (2012) 
referred to as productive failure. We view in these moments that it is essential 
that players have an appreciation for the "anatomy of choice," a precondi
tion to meaningful choice in which the player is clear on what conditions 
led LO the choice and what were the implications of the choice, and they 
are able to discern why these conditions came about. ln another game, 
Diving into Data, the player is working to determine why the lesson failed, 
exploring the school looking for data from which he or she will draw in
ferences and use them to align to particular arguments ( described more 
below). At one point Lhey meet a Leacher game charaCLer who blames it on 
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kids today being difficult. If the player agrees, Lhcy rcad1 a ~,1111<· stoppn 
moment, where their virtual mentor appears and ~uggesL~ that this choice 
is not a very productive one. The impact of agreeing with the NPC, failing 
the level, conversing with the NPC, and having to replay was articulated by 
one candidate: 

The aha moment for me was when the l.C'acher (in the game) was blaming 
the kids for the cla,;sroom chaos, and how "they just don 't care." Which is ex
actly what J hear at my school site. All the teachers around me, and even the 
principal, say thaL there's really nothing we can do hecausc our studcnL~ an: 
so challenging. And in the game I found myself agreeing with that teacher, 
Lhal "it's the kids' fault." 

But then the game stopped me and my [in-g-.une] mentor popped in Lo ex
plain that there arc a lot of things I can do, and within my control. I was so 
used to "It's the kids, it's the kids, it's the kids," hut now, after experiencing 
this [game], it makes me wam to go hack and Lry something new with ':1Y stu
dent.~. I'm starting to wonder if it really could be all the kids as a collccL1vc, or 
ifwe as teachers need to do something different. 

lt is one thing for the game to make the claim, and it is quite another wbcn 
the players make the claim. 

Given Gee's (2013) argument that the true impact of games lies in th<" 
conversations around the game, not simply within the game, we cmph,1.-;izc 
the importance of a prepared facilitator, as discussed.above, who supports 
players deconst.ructing particular game moments-even highlighting par
ticularly salient ones in the teacher toolkit to support classroom conversa
tion. Further, we built the Diving into Data game in a manner that encour
ages the player not simply to accept the predesigned scores, but actually to 
create their own. This occurs in relation to the ~smart tool" in which play
ers bring their collected inferences and aligns them to one of four possible 
causes (i.e., lesson planning, classroom management, student investment, 
checking for understanding) for their lesson going so poorly, to determine 
which one is best supported by the available data (see Figure 7.6). For each 
piece of collected data and subsequent inference, students receive a score 
depending on how well it supports that particular cause. Each time a can
didate places an inference into one of these categories, they get a score 
attached to corner of that inference, between O and 3, to say how well this 
data interpretation supports the need to work on this facet of their practice. 
While the score provides meaningful feedback based in experts' interpreta
tions, in order to empower players and push them beyond consequential 
feedback and towards critical, we designed an opponunity for players to 
challenge the game's scoring mechanisms, as an embedded and explicit 
feature of the product and not simply an opportunity for those who feel 
motivated to raise these challenges in class conversations. 
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Figure 7.6 Screcnshot from Lhe data-driven decision making game. 

After a few initial rounds of feedback scores are given on fairly straightfor
ward choices, the in-game principal explains to the candidates' avatar that 
others have questioned the in-game scoring mechanisms. If they have a good 
argument for why they disagree with a score or rationale, they can now flag 
that instance and leave a note to explain their own interpretation. These 
notes from candidates are then available to the course instructor to review 
and leverage for further in-class discussions. Classes in which we observed 
instructors leveraging the facilitator dashboard to highlight these notes, rath
er than simply what claims the game made on players (treating their game 
scores as representing lessons learned), gave rise to conversations in which 
candidates proactively connected the game experience to their own views as 
a means of evolving their views and biases. The important paint is that players 
were able to dive deeper into their constructed interpretations about what 
is meaningful, rather than simply consuming the assumptions and claims as 
they were coded into the game. While a powerful design trope, in our ob
servations, the most powerful meaning making occurs when the classroom 
engages in dialogue, usually supported by a trained facilitator, around the 
game. Here, the game play experiences become boundary objects (Cole & 
Engestrom, 1993), providing common reference points with which to engage 
meaningful conversations. In fact, even where student questioning the game 
dynamics was built into the game, the most powerful implementations of 
this feature occurred when the teacher formulated lesson activities simply by 
sharing and discussing students "claims" on which scores they questioned as 
recorded in the teacher toolkit and available to the teacher. 
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OUTCOME 2: CONNECTING THEORY TO PRACTICE 

One of the classic challenges that has faced preservice teacher educa
tion, if not academia more generally, is how to bridge theory to practice, 
and numerous efforts in teacher education have attempted to bridge this 
divide (Barab, Barnett, & Squire, 2002; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999a, 
1999b; Guskey, 2002; Kagan, 1992; Putnam & Borko, 2000; Stein & Smith, 
1998; Wineburg & Grossman, 1998). Whereas some teacher education 
programs view teacher education as progressing in a fixed development 
path toward an expert state, others have critiqued such preparation pro
grams as imposing a monistic framework on a complex, situated, and in
dividualistic process that cannot be reduced to the mastery of a set of spe
cific skills (Grossman, 1991). Cochran-Smith (1991) argued: "The power 
to liberalize and reinvent notions of teaching, learning, and schooling 
is located in neither the university nor the school but in the collabora
tive work of the two" (p. 284). In this way, theory and practice are linked 
through student participation in actual K-12 school contexts, but with 
common reference points to develop the necessary critical lenses associ
ated with best practices. Quest2Teach is one attempt to bridge the divide 
hy offering what others have called a third space in which students ctn 
practice and fail safely and then use professional network tools to further 
connect theory and practice. 

As one example, in another Quest2Teach game, "On The Write Track," 
teacher candidates engage in an immersive curriculum around stud('11l 
conferencing, both one-on-one and peer-led, as they inspire revisions i11 
the Writers Workshop. The game itself has the potential to afford mean
ingful practice as players mentor four individual virtual students, by firsl 
reviewing each of their digital portfolios, using in-game tools to identify 
the literacy trait on which to focus, then engaging the virtual student in a 
dialog around his or her work. Rather than simply focusing on the iden
tification of the problem in the work (i.e., which of the literacy skills is 
lacking from grammar to voice to audience), candidates are tasked with 
mentoring students in such a way that increases his or her ability, while 
balancing the feedback in such a way to also encourage students' confi

dence and commitment to their work, all three of which are meters in the 
game (see Figure 7.3). 

One candidate discussed how the game reflectively increased her own 
confidence and commitment, in response to a Q2T Network post to one of 
her classmates: 

I haven't seen student conferences in any classroom, which made me feel very 
nervous about them, because I felt like I coukln't do something that I have 
never experienced. Thanks tot.his game I feel more confi<lcnL about lca<ling 
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student conferences. Also, aJ(cr reading about them I still was not too sure 
that this was something that I coul<l implement in my own classroom, hut now 
I think that I am committed. 

This comment highlights the notion that the game experience provided 
a commitment to student conferences that this student was unable to get 
through "reading about them." This hrings up a key point; these game cur
ricula were not meant to replace reading, or any other classroom learning 
experiences, and rather serve as a bridge to help extend that theory into 
real-world practice. More related to the notion of identity, what is so power
ful in these games is the interrelations among what one knows, what one 
does, and who one becomes both in the game world (Barab et al., 2010) 
and, fundamental to the argument here, in the real world. With respect to 
the latter, where a game fits into one's professional trajectory is essential. 

Early gameplay implementations made it clear that students often strived 
to score perfectly in these game meters and "get it right." Thus we empha
sized in teacher training and curriculum guides to not use the game scores 
as grades, and instead encourage mastery, to allow students to fail safely. 
One instructor supported this by saying; "Don't worry about your score, as 
you can keep practicing and improving with different students until you 
feel good about your mentoring." As evidence of this framing, one student 
shared in her post that she was able to grow through multiple mentoring 
opportunities in the game (see Figure 7. 7 for screen shot showing multiple 
students to select for student conferences). She posted this to her Q2T Net
work, and received subsequent replies from classmates: 

Figure 7. 7 Screenshot from the On the Write Trnck game; the player is selecting 
for a writers workshop conference. 
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Can<lidate I: Sometimes I felt I was wiling the stu<lenl the correct answer 
during the conference, hut would end up hurting their feelings. So it l�ok
me a couple conferences to he able to do a whole conkrence without saying 
anything that would upset the student, an<l it becarne more natural. 

Candidate 2: I wa�n't too sure on the correct way lo approach the studenL� 
or ofkr ree<lhack either, but the game was such a realistic and helpful tool. I 
felt a� though I wa� in the teacher's position and it has helped build my con
fi<lcnce for my future stu<lenL�. 

Candi<late 3: I also errjoycd playing the game. However, the peer-led review 
was a bit of a challenge for rne, but arter going through the scenario the game 
wa� able to explain to me (when talking to the principal) what I did wrong 
and what I nee<led to improve on. I was happy to learn this through the game 
though. So now I will be more attentive to what happens when I <lo a peer 
review in the classroom. 

The positioning by the instructor and the game gave the candidates listed 
above the opportunity to fail safely and grow ability without real-world con
sequences. However, whether the safety of the designed space transferred 
to real-world situations was sometimes successful, and other times seemed 
to stay in the "magic circle" that defines the fictional boundaries of the 
game (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). Our observations have led us to the 
belief that much of the variance in whether this occurred was hased on how 
the instnKtor connected the g-<1.me experience to broader classroom activi
ties and especially to conversations around real-world-placement situations. 

No game can prepare for the local context and candidates better than an 
instructor, to extend these learning experiences from outputs to outcomes. 
The importance of the instrnctor creating the right context for the games 
was evident when we observed a literacy faculty lead her classes in rich theo
retical preparation to contextualize the "On the Write Track" game. By th�
day of game play, the candidates had read the relevant chapter of theor�t1-
cal grounding, taken instructor-led notes in class, discussed a YouTube vid
eo of student mentoring step by step, and engaged in role-play scenarios of 
student conferencing in small groups. We were uncertain what additional 
benefit the game would provide beyond her excellent coverage in her ex
isting curriculum. Observations, interviews, feedback, and network posts 
revealed that the candidates felt the game provided the missing link that 
allowed them gain real-world practice and language, with the ability to fail 
safely, and not harm any real students in the process. As one student com
mented in a post-interview: 

Teacher Can<lidate: "It definitely created a place where I coul<l tesl. it out and 
feel okay with it, because it wasn't real. Because if I had Lo do this with real 
stu<lents and not have gone through this experience, I would have so much 
anxiety, I wouldn't be able Lo stand it! Because there's a diflcn:nce between 
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just observing other lcachns do it and take mlles, and then actually being 
able to interact , mysclr. So I really cr~joyed it and it made me feel a lot better 
about heing able to go talk to students now about their work ." 

Another student added that the virtual game mentoring felt "more real" 
than the role-play, as he knew more or less how his classmates would act 
and respond. The game characters have infinite possible reactions, with 
expressive faces that show hurt emotions in the face of negative mentoring, 
and thought hubbies that make apparent their inner feelings. These game 
affordances gave candidates the ability to see immediate consequences and 
impact of their choices on their students. 

Teacher Candidate: "I enjoyed being ahlc to jump in to a virtual situation 
where we are given ideas of comments and questions to make. I thought it 
was more helpful, because of my inexperience, to provide possible responses 
rather than me having to create responses; I found it important to sec those 
examples to better be able to derive my own responses in real world situa
tions. A~ I navigated through the game, I found that I related well and was 
drawn to the responses that would boost confidence, and therefore build abil
ity in my studenL~." 

Many of the observed candidates become caught up in these mentoring 
exchanges, in the in-world characters they managed, and invested in the 
impact they were having on their virtual students, much more so than act
ing these out in person. 

In a contra.sting class observation , we arrived to find a new instructor 
had only recently been hired and was unfamiliar with the game. While we 
facilitated the introduction to gameplay for her, she naturally wasn't able 
to tie the game in to their past class experiences, and further, she openly 
expressed her stress in her new job with student~ at the start of class. Inter
estingly, the only time we heard outwardly negative feedback was within this 
session. There was a markedly different feel to the class, which was quiet 
compared to other implementations, with some visibly uninterested, and 
one girl even stating, "I'm bored," in sharp contrast to the enthusiasm we 
usually encountered. These students still demonstrated learning gains on 
targeted content; however, the negativity and lack of curricular contextu
alization limited this implementation from reaching larger outcomes. In 
contrast, the literacy faculty mentioned previously embedded the game in a 
meaningful context within her curriculum that allowed extensions into the 
candidates' practice and even served as an extension into future classes and 
new theories of focus. 

Later da,sroom observations revealed that for the teacher who inte
grated the game experiences with our other curriculum, the four virtual 
students continued to "live on" in the class conversations. When candidates 
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entered new chapters, the faculty member referenced these NPCs in novel 
ways, saying, "Remember when you worked with Jaime," referring to an in
game character, "and remember how he was struggling with ... " She rec
ognized that these virtual students could serve as touchstone experiences, 
where all her candidates had interacted with and taught the same virtual 
stndents, and she extended her course discussions to these characters and 
their strengths and needs in new theoretical applications. We also observed 
positioning the game experience as an ongoing resource for continued PD, 
with one candidate stating, "I will play this game again to give myself more 
practice on conferencing with students." The important point is that the 
learning culture ( c.f. Brown, 1992) the teacher created and the connec
tions to the real-world placements elevated the game experience heyond its 

simply being another assignment to be completed, and a new service to he 
used both in class and in their own lives. 

Similar bridging from theory to practice was observed for the profes
sionalism game, in part because of the "embodied" ways in which narrn
tive games position theory. Here, rnther than disembodied facts, even the 
theory is lived and experienced, rather than described. For example. one 
candidate shared, "This game allowed me to practice how to he rcspcctf11l 
in a disagreement, it gave me skills in interpersonal relationships and how lo 

work betterwith others" (emphasis added). 
Such enacted positions contributed to the perceived "use-value" or till' tlw
ory for achieving desired outcomes, as opposed to the more common ~t·x
change-value" positioning in which knowing content can be exchanged for 
a grade (Lave, 1997; Lave & Wenger, I 991). In part, what made Quest2"fr11d1 
so powerful, however, was the seamless positioning of the small "g" ganw~ 
and the big "G" gamified infrastructures with the goal of thrivifying playt·r 
learning to help them apply ideas in their placements as opposed to sim
ply gamifying their engagement with the learning content. In thrivifiwti011, 
the goal is not to simply increase time on task, but to motivate players in 
experimenting with how application of the theory in practice allows them 
to achieve great things. This was most evident in the professional network 
posts, where candidates shared reflections of how the theory introduced 
through the bounded games related to their field placements: 

There was a moment in my internship da.~s where a student came up to me to 
talk ahout how to spell "mystery." I sat with her for a second hccausc I know 
she is a great student, hut she is very shy; it was strange lo me lhal she even 
came up lo ask a question. When I asked her to sound out the word, I told 
her this one was a little tricky and might need extra attention , hut I didn't 
want to give her the answer right away. When she turned to me confused, I 
told her, "I know you can do it." She replied, somewhat excited, "Oh! There 
must be a y!" I gave her a smile that let her know she got it and she was so 
happy with herscli1 She walked away and went back to her scat with such a 
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huge smile, it made me feel a.~ if I gave her the confidence and ability to work 
on her spelling. 

In response, another player who earned "props" then awarded the max
imum number in response to the above post, acknowledging her peer's 
meaningful application of theory to practice at the same time gaining fur
ther contextualized insight on her own theory to practice application. 

I think that's awesome that you took so much time Lo make sure that she 
spelled the word on her own. I've seen far too often that teachers get frus
trated and decide to just tell the student how to spell the word. l will definitely 
try your approach some time in my own class. 

-., This affordance of game mechanics provides what Sawyer ( 2014) referred 
to as "seductive ubiquitous interfaces" in that they are available jusL-in-time 
when they are needed through, for example, smart phones. 

OUTCOME 3: PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY SHIFTS 

Within the coutext of this chapter, we are treating identity as distributed, 
situated, and continually evolving set of experiences, beliefs, and poten
tials that form one's sense of who they are and what they want to become 
in relation to a profession (Eccles et al., 1983; McDermott, 1993). We find 
it productive to view one's professional identity as an ever-growing and 
fluid set of convergences, an identity system (Engestrom, 1987; Leont'ev, 
I 974; Nardi, 2000), which continuously evolves over the course of one's 
lifetime in relation to new opportunities and accomplishments. Such a 
dynamic and ecological view of self (Bronfrenbrenner, 1978; Eisenhart, 
2002), oue that treats professional identity as a distributed accomplish
ment shifting over time and space (Pea, 1993), is more empowering Lhen 
views that position identity as fixed property primarily residing within an 
individual (Barab & Plucker, 200 l; Pepper, 1970). In fact, part of the pow
er of games is the different roles on offer that a learner can take on over 
the course of the game, and from a theory of change perspective, what 
one knows, what one does, and who one becomes all become interrelated. 
In fact, a key Lransformational potential of games is that through play they 
create possibility for all, allowing players to experience what it means to 
be "head above themselves" even if the identity feels quite distal in the 
real world (Vygostky, 1978). 

IL is in this sociocultural framing of identity as coconstructed, distrib
uted, and as a situated set of opportunities that could be available to all 
(Sternberg, 2007) where we see games as capable of producing a third 
type of transformative outcome. As Gee (2003) argued, the line between 
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me as real-world player, me as in-game avatar, and me as player-avatar 
quickly becomes blurred through meaningful play. Therefore, in tern1s 
of a learning medium, games create a truly transformative medium for 
helping people grow their professional selves, even if in the real world 
it feels less possible. The goal from a game designer's perspective is to 
enable meaningful person-environment couplings, creating and inviting 
players into identity claims through which they can evolve their sense or 
who they are as a professional. One student, referring to the Professional 
game, stated: 

This was a significant shift out or not being a student anymore, you know? We 
are in the professional world now, and we need to sec ourselves as teacher.;. 
This game was like a shift into "the real life," and other people can relau: Lo 

that struggle. 

Another student, reacting to the consequentiality she experienced in the 
On the Write Track game, posted in the network: 

[ never fell that way when I had conferences with my English teachers. From 
my experience, it's led me to want to be the teacher that builds up Lh<" con
fidence for each of my students and this game has helped me get to do that. 

Another student responded to her post, acknowledging who she w.1s lx·
coming as a professional: 

Tamara, I think because you have had a neg-.:ltive experience with your writ
ing, you will really go the extra mile to encourage your studenL~ to he confi
dent in theirs. IL is so important to lift our students up and I am confident that 
you will do that as a teacher! 

It is important to note that it was not the game, nor the game plus the 
network, but each of these in relation to the teacher, and especially where 
the experience fits into the player life trajectory that allows it to become an 
identity experience. Further, it is essential to remind the reader that these 
quotes are opportunistically selected in order to advance a proof existence, 
and should not be read as representative of all players-although we did 
hear numerous statements of this type, especially in those classes where the 
instructor connected the game to other classroom activities and to field 
placement discussions. 

While different types of game mechanics offer different affordances for 
learning, and in our work 3D immersive role-playing games where students 
create an in-game self, embody it within a designed avatar, and then make 
real-world connections by combining accomplishments of their in-game 
performance with, for example, giving props to peers based on real-world 
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performance is potentially transformative. As further elaboration, teacher 
candidates begin each of the games by creating avatars to represent them
selves as the protagonists in the narrative, and most individuals typically 
select features to represent themselves. lt is here where they first engage 
in project play, building a representation that is them and not them, and 
developing a playful disposition to the game mechanics, which we argue is 
an important part of learriing through games: 

Researcher: So did you put much thought into what you're wearing? 
Student I: We did! We wanted to go with like, tan professional pants, 

with matching shoes and shirt. [laughing] 
Student 2: And buttoned down, and wedges--so they're not flats, or 

biker boots. 
Student 3: And the different colors of shoes. We liked that, so we 

could coordinate our shirt with our shoes. [more laughing] 
Student I: And 1 teach 2nd grade, so no skirts! l need to be able to 

get down on the floor with my students. 
Student 3: Exactly! [laughing] 

We even observed instances in which players who were assigned game play 
during class and bad to share computers would create avatars and make 
choices that were hybrids of both players (see Figure 7.8 for screen shot of 
avatar creator). For example, one pair from different backgrounds and of 
different genders, created a shared account who was male (i.e., as was the 
A">ian male candidate), but who had long hair and brown skin (i.e., more 
similar to the Latino candidate). At one point in the game they had prepared 

Figure 7.8 Scrccnshot of the avaLar huilder. 
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their lesson and the male candidate wanted to go out with friends, lo whom 
the female responded that she had a child and could not just go ouL 

Male: What do you mean? He doesn't have a kid. [referring to the 
game character] 

Female: [emphatically] I do have a kid. And some of us can't just go 
party as we have to work and go to school. 

Male: [ with a look of surprise, stated] What do you mean ... wait, 
you have a kid? 

Female: Yup, have all year, and even did last year. Why do you think I 
am so tired? 

Male: [somewhat shamefully] Wow! But, 1 was talking about the 
game choice. Our game avatar doesn't have a kid. 1 mean, I 
didn't think he did. 

We highlight this interaction simply to �how the blurring_ of the �n game 
and the real, and additionally to illuminate how the game mteracuons cre
ate a space for real-world interactions that had not occurred previomly. 

The teacher candidates use this avatar to navigate and negotiate thro11g-h 
this immersive narrative, with each decision point changing their tr�j('clory 
in the game. They travel between their virtual apartment, where they pr('
pare their lesson plans and can discuss their problems with their roorn1nalt".:
(who are also student teaching), to the school, classroom, and teacher� 
lounge, where they are met with a variety of opportunities to act profession
ally as they interact with their mentor, their students, and other teachers, 
many of whom would love to engage in gossip, and others who ofter so_und 
advice. An important part of the challenge in designing these games 1s to 
represent what has been referred to as the "quantified self," capt�ring_ �1e
notion that in games many of the interactions and even personal 1denut1es 
are assigned a value. Clearly, if the game is not positioned effectively, failu�e 
could he quite traumatic, and it is so important that the players use �elf 
game play to make claims on their self as opposed to the game making 
problematic claims that undermine player confidence and s�n_se of them
selves as professional. An important strength of these games 1s m how they 
force the designer, and the player, to make implicit biases explicit. This 
becomes an important part of the design opportunity in that it is not simply 
the player identity that is quantified, but also the design of the game ch�r
acters create further opportunities to advance productive and problematlc 
identities and to understand who others grow and even positioning them 
as role models for observational learning (Bandura, 1986). This is because 
academic content, in the context of the game, is not simply decontextual
ized concepts but €mhedded characters who have emotions and personali
ties, and who respond accordingly-for example, having player statements 
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Figure 7.9 Screenshot of the game char.:tcter internal reaction to player's dia
logue choice. 

o� act.ions affect game characters based on Lheir professional identity (see
F1gnre 7.9 for screenshot of character reaction). But, again, it is our belief
t?at thes� even� are made much more transformational when the game is 
situated m relation to player life trajectory, and to local interactions that 
leverage these opportunities for deepening one's understanding and sense 
of self. 

The game was initially available to first-semester teacher candidates to 
prepare them for their initial classroom obsen,ations. However, when im
plemen ted this early in their field experience, we were SUIJlrised by choices 
and commen ts from the teacher candidates. One studeUl's comment was 
representative of many students' inexperience, when she said, "I would 
never have a conflict with my men tor teacher. I'm just going to roll over 
and do whatever she says!" 

In contrast, another instructor asked to have her student teachers (three 
semesters ahead of the previous group) to play this same Professionalism 
game �at se�ester. One student teacher articulated the importance of 
gr?undmg this game in experience by stating, "l don't think if we played 
this last semester or last year, any one of us would have taken it as seriously 
but now we know, this is for real!" 

This contrast highlights the difference in what we call ''.just-in-time" ver
sus )ust-in:=ase_" le�rning, and the experience of ecosystem integration if
the rnnovation 1s gomg to support transformative outcomes. 

Players �n their first semester of teacher preparation lacked the context 
�nd expenence to make sense of the game and its complexities. They en

J oyed the game and learned the core concepts of professionalism as dem
onstrated on applied tests, hut the larger experience, relevance, and impact 
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was lacking. In contrast, when student teachers played the same game cur
riculum with three semesters more experience in the field, they found it 
<"ngagiug and relevant, with many students even asking for a transcript so 
1hey could review and pracLice the language for saying things profession
ally. When players engaged the game curriculum "just-in-time," they had 
the context and experience from which to draw, engage , and transform the 
game transactions. Further, their reflections posted in their class's Q2T pro
fessional network postgame were more nuanced with rich connections lo 
their real-world practice, sen'ing as shared resources for improving practice 
(outcomes), as opposed to in the ''.just-in-case" implementations where the 
ideas were simply concepts to be memorized and posts were more declara-
1ive in nature. 

We made an interesting design choice based on these contrasting find
ings and experiences. ln balancing the college's need to prepare the new 
students in the professionalism competencies, yet understanding the richer 
impact of contextualized game play, we decided to have student� play the 
game twice, once at the end of their first semester ( to allow several months 
of field experience for context), and again 2 years later during their stu
dent teaching as a refresher before entering job internews and their ca
reers and as a reflection activity around their growth as a professional. 111 
the iterative process of design-based implementation research, Lhc s,IIIH' 

students who found the Professionalism game somewhat irrelevant wh<'ll 
placed too early in their program later used their game play to validate lht· 
professional growth they had indicated previously as being irrelcvanl. ( )11<' 
student shared: 

The last lime I playc<l this game, I have Lo admit, all the [<lialog] choin-s 
looke<l the same to me. I was like, "I guess I'll just dick this one an<l sec what 
happens!" But this time I was like, "Wow! This is really common sense!" I 
coul<l tell I had grown as a professional. 

Another candidate added a related and interesting facet of reaction by 
saying: 

The first. time I playe<l the game and my menLor [in the game] didn't like my 
lesson plan I quickly backed down and said, "Oh, I'm sorry! I'll change it, or 
just go with yours." This Lime aroun<l though, I ha<l the confidence Lo st.and 
up for myself� and even the experience Lo say how I kit the studcnL� were 
learning well with my plan. I was able to choose professional ways lo support 
rnyown plan. 

ln this case, the game provided data from which the player was able to 
critically assess her o..wn professional growth, and to illuminate how she had 
changed during the course of her matriculation . 
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The "enahling ecosystem" within this game-based curriculum is funda
mentally the teacher candidates' life trajectoryaud where the game fits into 
that larger experience. Ironically, the game, and oue's projection into a 
virtual character constructed primarily out of bits and bytes, allowed the 
curriculum to become deeply tied to their real-world identity, creating a 
space for reflecting on what it means to be a professional beyond academic 
content knowledge: 

Last time arnund r wa.~ Lotally academically based, choosing only Lo work on 
my lesson plan and email my memm the night before my teaching. This time 
I felt accomplished enough to say, I'm prepared now, I can go relax with my 
friends. That's part of professionalism to me, once you've prepared, also tak
ing time for yourself, and realizing Lhal's also pivotal for your development. 
And that realization wa.s new LO me this time around. 

The point here, however, is that in initial gameplay , teacher candidates 
lacked the field experience to make sense of the game curriculum heyond 
domain-specific outputs. However, in the later gameplay, they had experi
ence enough to learn the targeted content and contextualize that within a 
framework of personal relevance and even self:assess and recognize specific 
traits in their identify shift to that of a professional educator. Placement 
of these immersive experiences quickly became less ahout convenience or 
scheduling and more about uncovering the optimal context and experi 
ence , which were key for these identity shifts to take place. 

REFLECTING ON LESSONS LEARNED 

We have built an argument that the potential of games to cultivate transfor
mative impact is less about how powerful games are and more how they can 
be integrated as part of a suite of products and services that enable players 
to thrive in their life. And unlike traditional video games, it is less about 
what the player can do and become in the game designer's world, and more 
how the game can enable players to be great in their world. This argument 
is not meant to undermine the power of a strong design, especially wheu it 
helps the player level up with usable knowledge, storied achievemeuts, life 
connections, scaffolded successes, local ownership, and supportive peers. 
However, the goal in these designs is less about bringing the players into the 
designer's world and more about supporting the players in more effectively 
engagiug constructs and practices in their world. More generally, we are 
suggesting that games for impact need to raise the question of where and 
with whom fidelity resides. In the game-enabled services thesis, fidelity is 
less about staying true to the designer's goals or even to the meaning being 
advanced in the product, but instead it lies in the ways the ecosystem, the 
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facilitator, and/or the player is able to leverage and int('gralc lhl' t·Xp<'ri
ence Lo meaningfully affect their personal goals and their implcmc11tatio11 
contexts, even if that is a departure from the original design inLcnLions. 
Designing for such a partnership involves a deep helief in all people's po
Lential to thrive when provided the right inputs, with a key role of the game 
being to invite, inspire, and unlock a potential, with the player having the 
responsibility of stepping into the opportunity. 

A fundamental assumption underlying this work is that while demonstrating 
immediate outputs tightly coupled to the content as presented in the learning 
innovation is straightforward, building transferrable outcomes often requires 
a different type of learning experience. The key to unlocking transformation 
must be turned by the player , and it is here where we see impact as invitational 
and residing at the nodes. It is here, we argue, where one's relatiouship to the 
learning situation aud to how one learns is so important, and it is here where 
we believe that player intention (motivations for learning), content application 
(use-value of the content), and ecosystem integration (contextual relevance 
and fit) are essential. We believe that unlocking this transformative and ex
pansive potential within human beings is both an art and a science. Just as we 
tend to critique "dissemination" models oflearning as being too top-down, we 
need to question models of impact that do not enable those being impacted to 
have an essential role in realizing its potential. It is within those individuals who 
operate at the implementation nodes, where fidelity belongs, with the focus Ix~ 
ing on how they are able to productively re-define structures in ways that rcali1.t· 
their needs (Baker & Sinkula, 2002; Siedman, 2007). 

Game designers have a rich tradition of creating game worlds that invitt· 
the player in to do great things. At first blush, this creates a powerful vision, 
and in our previous work it was our core goal to bring the reader into our 
designed worlds where we could allow even a ten-year-old to become a suc
cessful environmental scientist who could save a park (Barab, Zuiker , et al., 
2007). However, when designing games for impact that are focused on what 
we have referred to as transformative outcomes, it is more about how our 
games integrate into their worlds. In other words, it is less about what players 
unlock in our designs, and more about what our designs unlock in them and for 
them; the competition that matters in games for impact is not a game score, 
but instead it is how the designed and facilitated suite of products and ser
vices inspire players to compete with th eir better selves. In a very real way, 
we are promoting a view that it is the players themselves who produce the 
impact and not our games , even though our designs have an important role 
in inspiring, visualizing, challenging , connecting, and scaffolding players in 
meaningfully and enthusiastically engagiug this work. 

Sadly, however, for many there are too few opportunities to engage in con
sequential experien ~es where they matter in positive ways. This has resulted in 
many fiuding agency , belonging, and a sense thaL they matter in transgressive 
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or destructive causes and movements, from bullying to reckless disregard for 
our surroundings or selves, or at an extreme,joining movements such as ISIS. 
Clearly, we have an elhical responsibility in terms of creating stories and il
luminating perspectives as part of what the "game as product" accomplishes. 
We need to remain deeply reflective in decidiug what narratives live within 
our designs, or what perspectives our game mechanics and gamification me
ters bias. There are many issues that need to be illuminated, and it is our op
portunity, if not responsibility, to determine the places our game could take 
the player and be reflective of why we think it is appropriate. There are many 
places that people wouldn 't go withoul games, whether we are talking about 
an inner-city Latino youth believing he can become an engineer, or a Muslim 
woman believing she can start a business, or an Alaskan Native storyteller 
believing that his cultural stories could be globally resonant. 

Good game designers can help make the unreal become real, and it is our 
challenge to make what feels real within the confines of our virtual worlds 
unlock possibilities for players in the other worlds in which they inhabit. 
We need to ensure that the designs we create are engaging and are of high 
quality, or our messages won't scale. Al Games for Change a couple or years 
ago, games scholar James Paul Gee made dear that the power of games both 
as entertainment products and for impact lies in what happens around the 
game. This coincides with other gamification efforts and with notions that 
designers need lo expand the construct of "game," and consider "seductive 
ubiquitous interfaces" that follow players through multiple contexts, increas
ing real-world behaviors, as part of our available Loolkit. For us, gamification 
already has much historical baggage, and we are seeking different terms for 
characterizing our goal in supporting game-enabled impact. For example, 
"thrivification" conjures up a very different focus then gamification, less 
about the game fealures and more about the goal of inciting a passion that 
respects the agency and humanity of the player, and that invites (not simply 
reinforces) player choice. Thrivification, when used in this context, is not 
about what we design, nor how teachers were trained to support the imple
mentalion, but what the learner was able to do as a result of their engage
ment with the design. 

Gamification without deeper meaning runs the risk of undermining true 
impact, even while there are powerful examples where players operating 
within carefully designed gamification systems accomplish great things. 
Consistent with our theory of change, thrivification is about lighting an 
internal passion and building within each one of us the agency and ca
pacity for change-both individually and collectively. The power of games 
like Foldit resides within the protein folding recipes produced by the com
munity, and Minecraft is so powerful because of the possibilities il affords, 
and, more importantly, how players have realized these affordances-not in 
following the rules or acquiriug the knowledge and meanings the designer 
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1 r<·,ncd. Games provide "possibility space for action," but they need a player 
"ho acts on these possibilities-impact asks for a bit more from the player. 
In other words, sustainable impact and even transformative outcomes lie 
"11hin the communities' or players' hands, and we need to have faith in the 
potential of people to take act on these opportunities, and at the same time 
t.11ilding designs that inspire them to reach for more. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD 

111 the end, when it comes to real-world impact, the potential lo achieve trans
lonnative outcomes lives within those whom we hope to impact-not the 
designer or the product. Ultimately, our impact lies within the potential or 
t'ach player to take up the unlocked possibilities in their lives. Arizona St.alt' 
\ Jniversity president, Michael Crow, has argned that talent is equally distribut
crl across zip codes, but opportunity is not. It is our responsibility Lo levcrag-c 
1J1c power of games, in its many forms, to create opportunities for playns 10 

unlock their potential, and we must ensure that our designs are optimized IO 

support this unlocking: partly as products, partly as services, and hilly by l111 
man beings who want to achieve great things. Ultimately, the sun :css or 0111 

designs is bound up in human potential, not game mechanics, and th<' mark 
of a masterful designer can be seen in his or her ability to give up control and 
create spaces and structures for others to achieve great things. 

This is a paradigm shift for most individuals and organizations who I n·;11 

impact as something one does to another, and who position expcrtist· as 
something that resides in the hands of a few core individuals. Instead, w1· 
are arguing for a human-centric framework that fundamentally providl's 
and acknowledges the agency of and respect for those being impacted. lk
yond simply the player, we are positioning those who are often responsible 
for implementing the innovation as needing to have agency in how owning
how they enable the innovation. We see these individuals as codesigncrs , 
managing the fit and re-architecting local meanings that will have more 
resonance Lo their context. We believe that the lessons learned in our work 
are applicable across multiple fields and could provide a methodological 
framework that has resonance with many initiatives in multiple domains 
working towards scaling impact. 

More generally, while the notion of a theory of change, of a logic model, 
and even the distinction between outputs and outcomes is known by many, 
how we leverage particular models and frameworks in ways that will lead to 
transformative outcomes is less clear. Here, we are arguing that such impacl 
is an internal or invitational process that requires the innovation to em
power the nodes-those supporting and being impacted. More generally, 
what is needed is a more systematic and cross-disciplinary examination and 
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application of" diverse models in order to build a science of impact, or what 
might be thought of as impact sciences. In this chapter we draw on models 
and best practices that have usefully informed our work on using games for 
impacL We view these models and our lessons learned as applicable beyond 
games and encournge the reader to find these connections in their work for 
impact. We also hope to see the emergence of a broader field focused on 
advancing impact-a field that is deeply rooted in the needs of our planet 
but that leverages methodological routines and scholarly debates in a way 
that results in a stronger sense of how to cultivate sustainable and scalable 
outcomes. 
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